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gather information properly from the Bible in relation to these things. I have

just recently been studying in Isa. where God speaks of His power k over the

heavens, His creative power, and I have been tremnd9usly nterested to note

frCutJAJt
the many times that Isa. says that God says I have out the heavens, and

He uses a Heb. word that He used4of for His great power in bringing the people

out of Egypt and that fits with the ideas that the astr-onome4s- astronomers have

been advancing in the last 20-30 years that the universe Ex is expanding and

stretching out and you see God's mighty power here, now, I don't say that you

couldn't have found that from the scriptures, but when we find it we find the reasonable
of it of all that there

suggestion,6&t-- i'I-t4er-e-i'another thing that has been proven at any time,. that

can be shown to be denied . . . . over inspiration , and we each of us answered

questions, and the other one would have a chance to discuss it and it was handled

most courteously. Some would ask a question of one of us and the te* other would

discuss it, and I don't think there ac was any interruption but efte- once. In that

case I couldn't helpcit. He says, the Old Testament describes a-fa-l flatterer, and

I couldn't ha help it. I said , Where. He says, the w1&ki-G- whole Old Testament.

He says the book of Genesis, and I said , Where. He says the Book of Genesis.

Well, he e4, said, there is the story of the flood , he said. When I got up to

speak, I said, there is a story in Genesis about the flood ... it seems to fit much

better with a round earth than with a flat earth, but the idea is very widespread

to fit our mistakes in science but ask where and you don't find them. The re are

plenty of figurative expressions in the Bible, yet- yes. We say that the sun rises

in the morning. And . . the motion of the earth rather than the sun, but

wet-4-stillsay the sun rises and there are figurative expressions like tInt. But any

expression in the Bible that really deals with matters of science or history and
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